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Smoking a beehive allows a beekeeper to work in the hive in relative peace. That’s the reason for the smoke. Honey bees
communicate by releasing pheromones which are chemical substances that have a distinct odor. The smoke covers up the
odor and the bees cannot communicate. When you light the smoker you want to have fuel in it that will produce smoke, not
something that just catches on fire and burns up quickly. You will want the smoke to be cool and not hot when you smoke
the bees.

1 Start with tinder, something that will light easily: Newspaper, hay,
dried pine needles, sawdust, leaves, punk wood, untreated burlap
or baling twine. Put the tinder into the smoker and give the bellows
a couple of puffs.
2 Once the tinder is lit, put something in the smoker to act as coal.
It can be twigs, wood chips, or even a pine cone. This will help
it burn slower. Give the bellows a couple of puffs after adding
anything into the smoker. This will keep oxygen running through
the smoker and keep the fire lit.
3 Lastly, pack the smoker tight with something like leaves or pine
needles.
4 and 5 Allow the smoker to sit for five to 10 minutes, puffing every
few minutes. Once the smoke is cool, it’s ready to use.
Resinous materials will also help the smoker burn longer, you can
use pine needles, eucalyptus leaves, rosemary, lavender, or even
orange peels.
Some people like to add herbs to the smoker for a pleasant aroma.
Herbs such as basil, oregano, sage, rose, fennel, dill, or coriander
are great choices.
NOTE: There are some things you should not ever use in a smoker.
You should not ever use anything that is synthetic or has been treated
with chemicals. If you use burlap or baling twine, make sure you know
if it’s been treated against rotting quickly. Be sure not to use treated
wood or wood from pallets unless you know for sure it’s untreated
wood. Don’t use gasoline or any kind of petroleum product.

